
During the exam window, we had
almost 3100 officials from across 

the country take the exam. 
In total we had over 3400 exams

completed across all five levels, with an
average score of 89.96% after the first

attempt.

With the holiday season among us, this is a
great time to catch up on the five webinars
that we offered earlier in the fall. All the
sessions are now available on Game Plan
under the Tools > Videos section and on
the CBOC YouTube Channel in the
“Basketball is Back! Fall Webinar Series”
playlist here.

NOCP Level 1: 80.04%

NOCP Level 2: 86.44%
NOCP Level 3: 92.68%
NOCP Level 4: 95.26%
NOCP Level 5: 95.38%

                (based on the 30-question exam)

The average score for each exam:

Well done to everyone who completed
their exam this year!

https://www.instagram.com/canadabasketball/
https://twitter.com/CanadaCboc?lang=en
https://www.basketball.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/CanadaBasketball/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLUsr7ou1yF_5OQ4MAEgs62yLw89Gug119


On behalf of the CBOC Executive Council; 
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!



CBOC would like to congratulate Kayla Herdman (ON)
and Matt Boyle (NS) who were assigned to the FIBA 3x3
AmeriCup in Miami back in November. Both Kayla and
Matt were assigned to the Gold Medal games in the
Women’s and Men’s tournament respectively. Below is a
little reflection on their time at the first ever FIBA 3x3
AmeriCup tournament!

“It is always an honour to have the opportunity to
represent Canadian officials on the international
stage. FIBA nominations always provide me with
opportunities for self-discovery. Moments on the
floor, interactions with players and table crews,
FIBA staff and volunteers always shape a part of
me. It takes a village to orchestrate these 3x3
events, and by the end of the tournament that
village always becomes family. 

For me this assignment was more than self-
discovery, there were also moments of re-
discovery. This was my second FIBA nomination
since becoming a mother, and with that brought
new physical, emotional, and mental challenges.
With any new challenge comes new strength, and
a different but better version of myself returns
home after these assignments. It's bigger than
the game and a whistle, it's about challenging
yourself outside of your comfort zone to continue
self-growth. I'm grateful for the opportunities I've
been given, but I am even more thankful for the
relationships I've built along the way.”

-Kayla Herdman-Kayla Herdman

  



“This was my first international 3x3 selection
and I feel grateful for the opportunity. To be
able to travel doing the thing I love most
(refereeing) is truly a special feeling. The
level of play was very high, and the intensity
was remarkable. 3x3 provides you with 10
minutes of non-stop action; where if you
blink - you may miss something! The
tournament organizers and FIBA delegates
were some of the most hospitable people
I’ve been fortunate to meet, and I hope that I
can connect with them again in the future.
All of the officials we travelled with were
really kind and great referees. The moments
off the court rivalled the excited feeling you
get on the court. Travelling during these
times is definitely different, but I applaud all
of those involved for making it a bit easier to
leave home!”

  Matt BoyleMatt Boyle

  



Community Referee (NOCP 1)
Competitive Referee (NOCP 2)
Provincial Referee (NOCP 3)
National Referee (NOCP 4)
FIBA Referee (NOCP 5)

The NOCP Development Pathway includes five (5) levels:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The National Officials Certification Program (NOCP) is a comprehensive development pathway
for referees from local community leagues games to being a FIBA referee at international events.

The program, which has been developed by the Canadian Basketball Officials Commission
(CBOC) in partnership with Canada Basketball, is based on the Canada Basketball Long Term
Development Plan and aligns the referee framework with player and coach frameworks,
competitions, and tournaments.

A = In Training: the referee has completed some of the requirements outlined in the
“attainments” section 

B = Trained:  the referee has completed all the requirements outlined in the “attainment”
section, but has not completed their evaluation(s)

C = Certified  the referee has completed all requirements outlined in the “attainment” section
and successfully passed the evaluation(s)

Each NOCP level aims to equip referees with the knowledge and practical skills to referee at the
relevant level of competition. Progress through the levels and phases is achieved through a
mixture of theory, training, and evaluations. For a detailed breakdown of the requirements
needed for each level, please refer to page to the “NOCP Officiating Level Requirements”
matrix starting on page 2.

Each level is comprised of three (3) developmental phases:

The aim of the “NOCP Officiating Level Requirements” matrix is to provide referees with a clear
understanding of the components required to be CBOC certified at each respective level. It is
designed to help your development as referees and ensure there is consistency in the quality of
referees across the country. 








